
What you will need

Your package should arrive with one box containing the MX915 and, if selected, a second box containing the DS9208. A 
network ethernet cable will also be provided. Other optional power cables and networking cables may be required for your 
unique installation along with wired internet access such as a router (not provided).

 1. Utility Cable  

 2. Genius CED (VeriFone MX915) 

 3. AC Adapter (for VeriFone MX915)

 

Connecting Genius

The utility cable handles the wiring for Genius CED. Once 
this cable is connected in to Genius, no other cables connect 
to Genius. Rather, everything is connected to the utility cable. 
Get this cable now to begin installation.

The utility cable has four open slots for other cables to 
connect to it, as illustrated.
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Removing the Communications Module

Place Genius on the countertop and turn it over so the 
bottom is facing up. Press the two flexible tabs and push 
up until the communications module slides out.
 
With the module in hand apply pressure to the metallic 
plate covering the green cable connection and slide it off 
of the module. Gently lift the cable from the housing. 

Running the Utility Cable

First, establish the path the utility cable will follow at your point of sale. Place the Genius CED on the countertop in the location 
you desire, ensuring the CED is in a position facing the customers of this POS station. The Utility cable will already be connected 
to the CED via the removable communications module. Typically the cable will be placed below and behind the countertop while 
the CED is on top of the counter facing the customer. Please note the hob on the utility cable must be in close proximity to both 
a power outlet and an open network slot. Once you are satisfied with this arrangement, it is time to begin connecting Genius. If 
you need to remove the cable in order to run it through a countertop follow the instructions below. 

The Utility Cable

The utility cable provides power to Genius. Therefore, 
power must be supplied to the utility cable. With the utility 
cable properly run to an area below or behind the counter-
top, locate an available power source. 

With the power cable in hand, gently but firmly insert 
the +12V end in to the labeled slot on the utility cable 
as shown in the illustration. Then, insert the power cable 
into the available power outlet. +12V Audio USB Ethernet
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Once removed run the cable through your countertop 
accordingly. When the cable is run, place the green end 
back into the housing in the communications module and 
fit the metallic plate on top. Re-insert the module into the 
CED, making sure it clicks in place once fully attached. 



The Network (Ethernet/LAN) Cable

The utility cable provides internet access to Genius. 
Therefore, internet access must be supplied to the utility 
cable. With the utility cable properly run to an area below or 
behind the countertop, locate an available network port on 
a router or switch networking device (not provided) similar 
to the illustration below. 

Remove the ethernet covering on the utility cable and run the 
provided ethernet cable to that open slot.

Insert one end of the ethernet cable into the utility cable at 
the open slot labeled ethernet. Then, insert the other end of 
the ethernet cable into the open slot on the router or switch. 

NOTE: The Genius CED is shipped with dynamic IP settings. 
If you require a different setup please contact support.

Connecting the Ethernet Cable to the Utility CableConnect the Ethernet Cable to the Router / Switch
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Verifying Genius Readiness

The Genius CED should now be powered on, connected 
to the local area network of the store and ready for engagement. 

To verify the readiness of Genius follow these steps:

1. Ensure the CED is on. The front screen should be lit 
up and displaying the Genius logo.

2. Press the 0 key three (3) times on the Genius CED. 
 “0 – 0 – 0”

3. Enter the password listed below.
Password: 9416557

4. The CED should display an information screen. 
Verify the IP Address field is populated.

5. The CED is ready for engagement.

Support

Merchant Warehouse support is available for you. 

Please contact Merchant Warehouse support at 1-800-498-0823. Option 1, then Option 2.
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The Motorola DS9208 QR Reader

The QR reader is used for all LevelUp transactions and may 
be used for many more exciting options in the near future, 
including varieties of gift and loyalty programs. This device 
installs to the Genius CED by connecting the DS9208 to 
the utility cable with the MX 915.

What You Will Need

The utility cable for the Genius CED is required along with 
the DS9208 and the cable that comes with it as illustrated. 

1. Place the DS9208 on the counter top in the location 
 you desire, ensuring it is in a position facing the 
 customers of this POS station.  

2. Connect the Ethernet end of the cable to the DS9208
 
3. Establish the path the utility cable will follow at your
 point of sale.  It will likely be the same path followed 
 by the Utility Cable for Genius.

 • Typically, the cable will be placed below and behind 
  the countertop while the DS9208 is on top of the 
  counter facing the customer.

 •  Note: The cable must be run in such a way that it 
  can be connected to the appropriate outlet on the
  utility cable.

4. Run the rest of the Ethernet cable along the same path
 as the utility cable for Genius

5. Insert the USB end of the cable in to the open slot on
 the utility cable. 

The Motorola DS9208 should now be active and ready to 
accept transactions.

Connecting the DS9208

This document is a Quick Start Guide for setting up one Genius CED that corresponds to a location with one lane. Multi-lane 
stores will require multiple Genius CEDs, one per lane. Each location, and possibly each lane, will have unique requirements.

For example: A five lane location would require 5 Genius CEDs on the countertop, with five power outlets required as well as 
five Ethernet ports. Other hardware may be required to handle an installation such as provided in this example.
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